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RELEASE: 6_1_0_08  

REASON FOR RELEASE 

1. Annual scheduled release to upgrade to latest version of BluePrintBI and BluePrintBI_Online 

ROLLOUT SIGN-OFF 

Please send signed document back to theo@blueprintbi.com after successful implementation of the release. 

TEST ENVIRONMENT 

Implemented By  Date  

UAC Sign Off  Date  

PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT 

Implemented By  Date  

UAC Sign Off  Date  

  

mailto:theo@blueprintbi.com?subject=Signed%20off%20implementation%20document%20of%20BluePrintBI%20release
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INSTALLATION NOTES 

1. AutoUpdater (Culminator) - Please see the Help manual for setup guide 

2. If the installer is run on a new machine, a default config file will be created in the installation folder and the 

relevant database connection changes need to be applied by clicking the settings button on the login form 

and supplying the relevant database information. 

3. Manual Install : Please check the user desktop for BluePrintBI shortcut 

a. Right click on shortcut and select properties 

b. Note the folder location referred to in the start in path 

c. This path should be used as the install folder in the installer options 
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IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 

 

Implementation Steps    -   TEST ENVIRONMENT 

1. Download update files from ftp://culminit.dyndns.org/ 

a. BluePrintBI_6_1_0_08 _setup.exe 

b. BluePrintBI_DBUpgradeScript_6_1_0_08.sql 

c. BluePrintBI_DBUpgradeScript_SecurityAndPermissions_6_1_0_08.sql 

d. BluePrintBI_StandardQueries_Script_6_1_0_08.sql 

2. Ensure that there is a current backup of the database before continuing with the upgrade 

3. Execute script(s) on TEST database 

a. BluePrintBI_DBUpgradeScript_6_1_0_08.sql 

b. BluePrintBI_DBUpgradeScript_SecurityAndPermissions_6_1_0_08.sql 

c. BluePrintBI_StandardQueries_Script_6_1_0_08.sql 

d. Copy the SQL results (messages tab) of the script after execution and mail to 

theo@blueprintbi.com 

e. In the event that the scripts complete with errors, please inform the BPBI team immediately so 

that it can be investigated before rollout of the application can continue.  

4. Run installer on all TEST machines selecting current installation folder as install path  

5. After successful implementation and testing, please proceed with the production rollout.  Please see 

detailed installation notes on previous page. 

Implementation Steps    -   PROD ENVIRONMENT 

After successful Test environment implementation and testing completed, schedule a “freeze” period 

on the system with the users for the duration of production system upgrade. 

 

1. Use the files downloaded to roll out on TEST 

a. BluePrintBI_6_1_0_08 _setup.exe 

b. BluePrintBI_DBUpgradeScript_6_1_0_08.sql 

c. BluePrintBI_DBUpgradeScript_SecurityAndPermissions_6_1_0_08.sql 

d. BluePrintBI_StandardQueries_Script_6_1_0_08.sql 

2. Ensure that there is a current backup of the production database before continuing with the upgrade 

3. Execute script(s) on PROD database 

a. BluePrintBI_DBUpgradeScript_6_1_0_08.sql 

b. BluePrintBI_DBUpgradeScript_SecurityAndPermissions_6_1_0_08.sql 

c. BluePrintBI_StandardQueries_Script_6_1_0_08.sql 

d. Copy the SQL results (messages tab) of the script after execution and mail to theo@blueprintbi.com 

e. In the event that the scripts complete with errors, please inform the BPBI team immediately so that 

it can be investigated before rollout of the application can continue. 

4. Run installer on all PROD machines selecting current installation folder as install path.  Please see 

detailed installation notes on previous page. 

ftp://culminit.dyndns.org/
mailto:theo@blueprintbi.com?subject=SQL%20Database%20upgrade%20-%20Execution%20results%20-%20Test
mailto:theo@blueprintbi.com?subject=SQL%20Database%20upgrade%20-%20Execution%20results%20-%20Production
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RELEASE NOTES 

MAIN MENU 

1. Addressed performance issues on start-up of main screen by loading data from database more selectively as and when 

required, caching static data 

2. Standard theme for new users changed from ‘Breeze’ to ‘Windows7’ as the default (does not affect existing users) 

3. Corrected the flagging of users when logging in and out, updating their current logged in status 

PROCESSES IN PROGRESS  

1. DPI scaling of buttons and icons in ribbon bar implemented when resizing screen 

2. Extended the feedback provided when cloning a process and an issue occurs on the SQL server to better identify 

resolution of why a process cloning failed 

3. Logic behind checking process access when deleting/archiving a process updated for better efficiency 

4. Interaction between process and tasks screen updated to address memory usage and related record links 

5. Spell checker updated to address performance degradation while typing process name 

6. Memory management of form extended to address extended use of screen causing excessive memory usage 

7. ‘Drag and Drop’ functionality extended by adding right click cut and paste options to move processes around within the 

process inventory ‘tree’ in addition to standard mouse drag and drop reordering 

8. Functionality added to address ‘partial’ authorisation of processes where network/other issues occurred during the 

authorisation process and the process(es) was not completely authorised. Option to verify/reset these processes and/or 

bulk authorise erroneous processes if the user has elevated privileges 

9. General performance of screen addressed 

10. ‘Ghosting’ of process names in the process tree while drag and drop is active resolved 

11. Updating logic for retrieval of Visio documents where multiple versions (vsd, vsdx, vdx) are used with an enterprise 

12. Addressed the severe performance issue when adding process control objectives to a process 

13. Updated the logic when authorising processes to address performance concerns. Added additional logging of actions for 

better reporting on audit trails. 

14. Additional error handling added to the generation of Visio process diagrams 

15. Resolved issue with cloning above/below a selected process and cloned process was placed in the wrong location 

16. Ribbon bar icons orientation streamlined to better adhere to a standard expected layout 

17. Audit trails added when deleting a process that has not been authorised before 

18. If permission granted, can delete process using keyboard delete button 

19. Updated logic to check for duplicate processes while process name is being changed to increase efficiency 

20. Updated the process search drop down to only retrieve and display relevant information, increasing the speed at which 

the drop down operates and finds the required process within the process inventory/tree 

21. Optimized the mouse drag and drop of processes within the process tree 

PROCESSES IN USE  

1. System Configuration setup can be applied which enables client to open the intranet BluePrintBI_Online web viewer 

when opening ‘Processes In Use’ from the desktop, instead of the ‘Processes In Use’ maintenance screen 

2. Updated the logic in retrieving documentation from the database to address performance issues 
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TASKS IN PROGRESS 

1. Utilise caching when referencing static data lookups to increase performance 

2. Optimized the memory management of the form when closing to force release any held resources 

3. Refactored form code to utilise caching of lookup data to minimize database traffic 

4. Refactored event handling to ensure events are not triggered unnecessarily, slowing down the form response 

5. Standardised control objective column headings 

6. Implemented logic to stop users from using Inactive job titles, tools and application modules. Cannot assign or change 

to an inactive selection. Does not affect the current selections. Validation added to provide feedback to user 

7. Optimized the mouse drag and drop of tasks within the task tree 

TOOL MAINTENANCE 

1. Implemented feature to flag records as inactive, stopping a user from applying it to related data. Does not affect 

records currently using the inactive record 

2. Optimized the saving process to address performance issues 

APPLICATION MODULE MAINTENANCE 

1. Implemented feature to flag records as inactive, stopping a user from applying it to related data. Does not affect 

records currently using the inactive record 

JOB TITLES / BUSINESS UNITS / DIVISIONS MAINTENANCE 

1. Added functionality to flag a functional group as inactive, which stops new records being related to them 

2. Updated the duplicate record check, uniqueness applied over code and parent grouping combination 

3. Optimised the data retrieval for related records to address performance issues 

4. Usability implemented so that business rules can be applied for the user when activating/deactivating records that 

affect the parent/child relationship between records and increase efficiency in maintaining the data 

DOCUMENT LIBRARY MAINTENANCE 

1. Addressed performance issue when saving changes to a document 

PROCESS STATUS MAINTENANCE 

1. Updated the permissions to ensure that only valid field changes can be made as this data affects entire system 

EMPLOYEE MAINTENANCE 

1. Added functionality to unassign a user from an employee by right clicking the employee record 

2. Ensure that an employee cannot be assigned to a job title that is inactive (does not affect current assignments) 

3. Addressed performance issue when saving changes to the employee information 

USER MAINTENANCE 

1. Updated the grid formatting to better display users that have been flagged as ‘Locked’ 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION  

1. Default timeout to use in connections configurable at database level 
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PROCESS ANALYSIS 

1. Updated the export to excel option to allow users to export to latest MS Excel more efficiently 

PROCESS DETAILED AND SUMMARY REPORTS 

1. Standardised the data retrieval so that both reports work from the same data set, but different views 

2. Optimized the data retrieval for better performance 

PROCESS DIAGRAM 

1. Optimized data retrieval to address performance issues 

2. Addressed unnecessary spacing/white space between tasks allowing more tasks per page 

3. Updated the logic on how file name is determined including process id in the name for better identification 

4. Addressed issues with some connectors that show task progress connecting incorrectly 

5. Changed the size of the font on connectors for better legibility 

MISCELANEOUS 

1. CulminIT Common libraries updated 

2. Telerik Reporting libraries updated 

3. Telerik WinControls libraries updated 

4. Ribbon bar alignment on forms updated to standardize size and layout of buttons in ribbon bar 

5. Additional memory management added to address resource usage making it more efficient 

HEALTH CHECKS 

1. Additional export option added to only export filtered/visible rows for a selected query’s result 

WEB VIEWER – REPORTING 

1. Optimized the layout of reports utilising graphs to use all available space on the report as well as better label placement 

2. Optimized data retrieval for better performance 

3. Process Status report now excludes processes under the recycle bin 

4. Process Status report chart now uses the colours associated with the status in the setup maintenance 

5. Reports now grouped to better indicate usage and assist with locating required information 

6. Process/Job Tile summary updated at the bottom of reports for indication of process/job title parameter filtering 

applied to generate the report 

7. Updated the Telerik Reporting libraries 

8. Report exports limited according to type of report to ensure best user experience 

WEB VIEWER – WEB SITE 

1. Web configuration file updated to split out client specific parts which increases efficiency for upgrades and risk of 

inadvertently updating connection settings incorrectly when upgrading the web site 

2. Document summary for tasked processes includes Visio diagram 
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HH ITEMS 

HH 87904 In Progress: Parent process used as a sub process duplicates on reports  

HH 87902 Analysis screen: Exporting to "Grid" reports an error 

HH 87882 Web Viewer: Management Reports: Spelling error on Process Hierarchy Task Count tab 

HH 87617 In Progress: Exception error when clicking on Process flow History tab 

HH 87548 Ability to export Auto Query results grid as filtered/grouped on screen 

HH 87290 In Progress screen: Spell checker underlining correctly spelled words 

HH 87189 Report queries: Unable to export to Excel 

HH 87156 Pop-up Messages on activating and deactivating Functional Groups 

HH 87153 Received an error when exiting the Document Library 

HH 87125 Process Hierarchy Diagram: Remove space for page headers on Visio pages 

HH 87124 Default theme to be set to Windows 7 

HH 87123 Remove "This" from drop-down lists for cutting and pasting processes 

HH 87083 Users shown as logged in when their accounts are locked 

HH 86783 Division screen: Error when adding a new Division 

HH 86566 Report Queries: Include Process Status on Hierarchy with Recycle Bin in standard queries 

HH 86028 
In Progress screen: Need error message and stop when hierarchy is requested for more than 
maximum number of nodes  

HH 85993 Blank Database: Please add the Analysis with Hierarchy excluding Recycle Bin query 

HH 85966 Discontinue the In-Use Screen 

HH 85781 Analysis with Hierarchy Auto Queries to incl./excl. Recycle Bin 

HH 85079 Detailed Report Timeout Exception Error 

HH 84701 Detailed report: No sub-process task information shown on Detailed Report 

HH 84539 Character count restriction of 1000 on Task Description when Importing via SourceFusion 

HH 84140 Adding a control objective and clicking SAVE has significant performance issues on Process Screen 

HH 84120 New process saved without allocating "Full Desktop Access" 

HH 84101 
All Tasks Screens of all previously uploaded SourceFusion processes overwritten with new 
process' Tasks info 

HH 84097 No tools loaded when no operator is specified in imported processes from SourceFusion 

HH 84093 Second operator added to all tasks when no Tool is specified on any or some tasks 

HH 84006 Web Viewer: Process Status Count Report: Please add a "Total" column to the grid 

HH 83948 Detailed Report: Index out of range error on generating Detailed Report for new process 

HH 83870 
Task Control Objectives: Scroll bar not available on Control Objective Items after audit type was 
selected 

HH 83767 Installations and Upgrades: Please set default Timeout setting to 720 

HH 83731 Detailed Report: Page break after headings when too many tasks 

HH 83708 
In Progress screen: Unable to generate detailed Telerik/word reports on process with new sub 
process status 

HH 83358 
Tasks screen: Incorrect deadline does not reflect on Tasks Screen, yet, causes non-descriptive 
error message 

HH 83164 
Task Screen - "YES" not accepted as Boolean value on system task when importing via 
SourceFusion 

HH 83163 Incomplete deadline times display on Reports but not on Tasks Screen 

HH 83146 Double operator loaded where duplicate Job Title Code exists 

HH 81664 Process Flow Diagram: Branch tags and Loop to Task messages placed incorrectly 
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HH 81662 Visio Diagrams: Extra space at bottom of process flow and hierarchy diagrams 

HH 81653 Web Viewer: Control Objectives Report: Grid summary correction 

HH 81614 
MMI Inherent Risk Report Desktop: Add RCSA Performed by, Date RCSA Completed, RCSA 
Outstanding columns 

HH 81067 Job Title Screen: Link to BU changes when linking BU of the same name 

HH 80717 Correct Row and Column feedback in the Error file when importing via SourceFusion 

HH 80606 In Progress screen: Process should not be authorised if process flow diagram fails 

HH 80603 In Progress Screen: Address Quick Search speed issues 

HH 80594 Process Flow Diagram: Diagram should be fully editable in Visio 

HH 80092 
In Progress: Not possible to generate diagram on auth of process with SF Uploader processes as 
tasks 

HH 80042 In Progress: No diagram found on authorisation of uploaded process 

HH 79939 WIP Process Screen: Scrolling up/down tree has refresh latency 

HH 78822 Tasks Screen: Selecting First Task of Branch radio button lets screen jump up 

HH 78689 Web Viewer: Detailed Report of main process is opened again when sub-process is new process 

HH 78396 
In Progress screen: BPBI buttons minimised on opening the In-Progress Screen when display 
settings 150% 

HH 78069 Please update the Diagram Legend on all client databases 

HH 78051 Web Viewer: Grouping of reports on Management Reports Tab 

HH 78043 
Tasks Screen: Checking for duplicate tasks on saving control objectives loaded on authorised 
process 

HH 77347 Tasks Screen: Disable linking a process as a task on an authorised process 

HH 77344 
In Use Detailed Report: Unfriendly error message on opening Detailed Report of "New Process" 
Sub-process from Main Detailed Report 

HH 77316 
Web Viewer: Management Reporting: Remove pdf and Word exports from Detailed Data Export 
Reports 

HH 77307 Web Viewer: Control Objectives Hierarchy Report pdf export spreads over 3 pages 

HH 77033 Web Viewer: Process Status Count enhancements 

HH 77007 
In Progress Screen: Process owner dropdown list not filtered on entered text before clicking down 
arrow 

HH 76815 In Use Tasks Screen: Change error message when show tasks on process flow is selected 

HH 76813 
In Progress and Tasks Screen: Dependency message missing from sub-process task description 
fields 

HH 76808 
In Progress and Tasks Screen: Loop to task message missing from sub-process task description 
fields 

HH 76739 Business Unit Screen: Exception error when removing parent grouping will create duplicate 

HH 76554 Web Viewer: Technology usage report: Enhancements 

HH 76181 Web Viewer: Process Hierarchy Task Count Web: Indentation lost on export to Excel 

HH 76177 Web Viewer and Desktop: Audit Trail: Date last changed not populated for cloned processes 

HH 75238 Disable all Maintenance and Setup pages where values are hard coded into the Application 

HH 73977 Tools: Exception error after reassigning all items in filter on Business Owner 

HH 73976 Job Title Ranking: Duplicate job titles with different codes listed as one 

HH 73142 Web Viewer: Task Duration Report: Enhancements 

HH 73090 Web Viewer: Changes to Control Objectives Hierarchy Report 

HH 73075 Web Viewer: Changes to Inefficiency Summary Report 

HH 71434 Tasks-screen: Cannot add dependencies on multiple tasks from the same process  
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HH 71429 Detailed Report: "Process/Task Supporting Documents" Header must remain with supp docs table 

HH 71185 Web Viewer: White strip at bottom of screen 

HH 69697 LoopBackTaskID in Tasks table does not enforce referential integrity  

HH 67943 Summary Report: Page break after headings when too many tasks 

HH 88617 In Progress: Error received when bulk authorising processes 

HH 88093 Names on Task Control Objectives tab drop-down boxes confusing 

HH 87557 Please add new roles report to MGSA Blueprint release  

HH 87130 
Create the ability to manually reset authorisation of processes when the auth version was not 
created  

HH 87128 Tasks Screen: Add "Inactive" column to the drop-down lists of tools and operators 

HH 87127 Web Viewer: Add the Visio version of process flow diagrams to the Web documents 

HH 86570 Report Queries: Include Process Access Report in standard queries 

HH 83303 Desktop App: Performance on BPBI deteriorates during use 

HH 83224 
Web Viewer: Process Status Detail Export: SF Processes shown as Archived when in New Process 
state 

HH 73860 Web Viewer: Task Duration Report exported as Portrait 

HH 68494 Maintenance screen: INACTIVE indicator on dropdown items 
 

 


